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ORANGE - What a sweet baby. He was very unsure and a bit fearful. He seemed overwhelmed with too many
new experiences so in the best of interest of his well-being it was decided to give him
more time to adjust and mature. He is a precious pup. Further evaluation will occur when he is ready.

BLUE - sweet puppy with cute play behavior. He watches what his confident brother green does and then joins
in. He demonstrated a good balance of independence and engagement. When he’s done with his puppy
zoomies, he likes to be close. He enjoys affection and is comfortable with handling.
Curios of new sounds and will actively explore. He seems to have a good focus and motivation which is great
for training purposes.
He should transition easily to most home
environments.

GREEN - full of his cute little self.
Confident and playful. Personal space is lost on this one. He is so eager to make friends with you. He won’t
take no for an answer which is a great marker behavior for a potential service candidate.
Given proper training, this guy will excel as a companion and potentially so much more.
He could get bored if not given the proper outlet for play and exploration.
He will be excited to train. Has good focus and drive.
Will transition easily into his next loving environment.

BLUE DOT - He demonstrated a self assured and confident behavior. He enjoyed Interactive play and
exploring the new environment. He was not fearful. He demonstrated a good balance of independence and
engagement. He will transition easily to most home
environments.
Motivated by toys and attention. His focus and excitement for attention sets him up to be a training super star.

https://smeragliaco.pixieset.com/myrtleandian-smalltwoodles-born51624/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSqWY-KnMHU-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhe-GwEO0PU

